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Earth Week celebrations wrap up with Earth Day Gala on Main Green
Allegra Taylor
News Editor

_____________________________________

Over the week of Apr. 15 to
Apr. 23, Lawrentians celebrated
Earth Week in a series of events,
speakers and activities. The celebrations were organized by
GreenFire, with various other student organizations taking part.
Tuesday was the beginning of
the Lawrence Ecolympics, in which
each dorm hall competed to have
the lowest carbon emissions over
the course of one week. Updates
were posted on social media every
day with graphs of the progress
made by each dorm. On Tuesday,
Apr. 23, Hiett Hall was declared the
winner.
Various activities occurred
on campus over the week to educate on sustainability issues. These
included a discussion hosted by
the Lawrence Environmental
Organization to discuss how to
live more sustainably, a documentary screening about the Water
Protectors at Standing Rock hosted by Lawrence University Native
Americans (LUNA), Sustainability
Bingo hosted by Lawrence
University Student Organized
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Above: Juniors Tashi Haig and Katie Mueller enjoying Greenfire’s homemade popsicles at the Earth Day Gala on Sunday.
Middle: One of the items for sale at the Gala was apple bird feeders.
Below: Seniors Erica Craddock and Alyssa Ayen show off their Earth Week-themed temporary tattoos.
Photos by Sara Navy and Hannah Burgess.
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Programming (SOUP), a do-ityourself self-care product-making
workshop hosted by Greenfire and
an Earth Day trash cleanup.
On Friday, the Sustainable
Menstruation Ball occurred at
Pullmans At Trolley Square. The
event was co-hosted by Outdoor
Recreation Club (ORC) and the
Sustainability Committee. The
event was organized to raise awareness about sustainable menstruation products for all gender identities. The ball featured free food, live
music by Jamil and the Litterbox
Kids, Extra Pulp, Breakfast Cereal,
junior Angelica Hurtado and senior
Erik Nordstrom. Attendees also
had the opportunity to take home
products such as menstrual cups
and menstrual underwear.
The Earth Day Gala was held
on Sunday, Apr. 21, on the Main Hall
Green. The event had live music
and free home-made popsicles.
Many organizations set up tables at
the event with fun activities such as
“Jeopardy!” at the Environmental
Organization table, plants for sale
at the SLUG table and temporary
tattoos at the Bird and Nature Club
table.

Above: Lead singer of Jamil and the Litterbox Kids, senior Jamil Fuller, performs.
Below: Freshman Nora Murphy and junior Aaron Phalin enjoying the spring weather during the Gala.
Photos by Sara Navy.
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Sri Lanka
Last Sunday, Sri Lanka endured
a brutal terrorist attack, leaving over 320 dead and over
500 wounded in churches and
hotels across the country. The
attack was one of the worst in
the nation’s history, and the
gross action was claimed by
the small militant group named
National Thowheed Jamath, a
jihadist group left over from a
civil war the country underwent
a decade ago. However, possibly
the worst part of this attack was
that according to security agencies in the country, officials had
been warned ten days previously of an impending attack. This
enormous security breach has
been described as a “colossal
intelligence failure.” Thankfully,
the authorities have taken some
steps to restore peace with 24
suspects arrested, a curfew put
in place and explosives from
other locations neutralized.
Hopefully the last of the attacks
have passed and the families of
the victims can begin to recover.
(NPR)

World

News

Compiled by McKinley Breen
Libya
Tripoli, the capital of Libya, has
seen brutal clashes between the
country’s Prime Minister Fayez
al-Serra and General Khalifa
Haftar. The General’s soldiers have
recently advanced into the capital
in the aims of taking the capital
and deposing the prime minister.
So far, the clashes have resulted
in Haftar launching airstrikes that
shut down the city’s airport, and
fighting has caused the deaths of
220 people. The United Nations
has condemned the use of airstrikes and the attempt to depose
a legally elected government. Most
sinister of all, Donald Trump has
had several meetings with General
Haftar, suggesting the U.S. backs
the General. What happens from
here is totally unknown, but so far,
the violence has no signs of stopping. (BBC)

Philippines
A 6.1 magnitude earthquake
on the Island of Luzon in the
Philippines has left 12 dead so
far. Several buildings and roads,
along with the airport have been
damaged or destroyed and a second earthquake, measuring 6.4 in
magnitude, also struck the island
further south. Casualties from the
second tremor are unknown. The
damage, while not critical, has
been broad. One of the strangest
reports is that a skyscraper had
water cascading down its sides
from a rooftop pool. The island
nation sits on the Pacific ring of
fire, which is one of the seismically active fault lines in the world.
(BBC)

Indonesia
Indonesia, the world’s third largest democracy, recently held a
presidential election that resulted
in both the country’s parties’ candidates declaring themselves the
winner. The current president,
Joko Widodo, was ahead by almost
ten points in pre-election polling,
and yet, his opponent Prabowo
Subianto said that he had also
won and declared that Widodo
has used widespread cheating.
However, according to Widodo,
“We all know that the QC [quick
count] calculation is a scientific
calculation method. From the
country’s experiences of past elections, the known accuracy is 99.9
percent, almost the same as real
count results.” The official results
will not be released until May, but
until then, hopefully the loser will
not instigate any instability in the
country. (Al Jazeera)

Venezuela
The country of Venezuela has
been in the midst of a humanitarian crisis for months now
following the president’s push
of reforms that have caused
massive food shortages across
the nation. For this entire time,
President Maduro has prevented any sort of international aid,
even though some estimates put
the number people in dire need
of aid at over seven million, or
about 25 percent of the nation’s
population. This number
includes 22 percent of children
suffering from malnutrition.
Yet, Maduro repeatedly denied
the existence of a humanitarian crisis in Venezuela, stating that it was “an imperialist
plot” conducted by the United
States. However, through all of
the suffering, hope is starting
to emerge as the Red Cross has
promised over 24 million dollars in aid to the nation. With
this aid and anti-Maduro sentiment rising, the nation might be
ready to turn over a new leaf in
the near future. (BBC)

Earth Day speaker discusses water and Wisconsin tribal communities
Molly Ruffing
Staff Writer

______________________________________

To close Lawrence University’s
celebration of Earth Week, Jacklyn
Bryan was invited to give a talk
about her efforts to “work together to legally and technically assist
in state wide collaborations that
assess and address outside risks
to tribes’ clean water.” Bryan’s talk
was sponsored by Sustainable
Lawrence and was held on Apr. 23,
at 7:30 p.m. in Thomas Steitz Hall
of Science Room 102.
Members of the Lawrence
community as well as the public
at large came to listen to Bryan, a
current Equal Justice Fellow with
Midwest Environmental Advocates
(MEW). MEW, according to Bryan,
is a “nonprofit environmental
law center that works for healthy
water, air, land and government for
this generation and the next.” MEW
also supports the belief that every
citizen has the potential to make a
difference.
Bryan discussed her fellowship project and how it has changed
over time in response to current
events. She specifically discussed
Wis. Senator Thomas Tiffany and
how he had used assumptions and
stereotypes in the past in order
to avoid consultation with Native
American tribes. This inspired
Bryan to emphasize the importance of communication between
the state and the tribes.
Bryan also discussed previous
Supreme Court rulings regarding
tribal sovereignty and how these
rulings still affect tribal communities today. Because tribes have
sovereignty from the state, the government is not allowed to come in
and regulate contamination levels
on tribal land. This causes issues
for tribal communities when the
contamination occurs upstream,
causing them to experience the
negative side-effects of outside pollution without regulation.
More potential problems are
on the horizon as industries continue to pursue metallic mining
in Wisconsin. This mining inevitably causes leaching into the
water table, according to Bryan.
Aside from metallic mining con-

cerns, tribal communities are also
worried about track sand mining,
contamination of clean water, cultural resource destruction, cranberry bogs, Wisconsin Clean Water
Act Regulations and Concentrated
Animal Feeding Operations.
When questioned about these
concerns, Bryan explained that
many of these problems overlap
and intertwine. She also explained
what could be considered cultural resources. Cultural resources
are defined as anything the tribe
uses traditionally, defined by clear
examples of experiences or events
in cultural history. Bryan explained
that cultural resources are “anything really important.”
The implications of the pollution and contamination of the
land are more serious for tribal
communities than others, as Bryan
explained, for they are unable
to simply move. If an American
citizen’s land becomes depleted,
they are able to relocate. If a tribal
community moves, they lose their
land. Bryan then mentioned other
concerns—specifically around high
capacity ground water pumps—
and how some damage can simply
not be undone.
One member of the audience
asked for some sort of hope for
this bleak representation of the
future, to which Bryan described
Wis. Governor Tony Evers and
his administration. According to
Bryan, “There’s a lot of momentum
towards real change” with this new
administration.
Bryan explained that one of
the best ways to be an ally to tribal
communities is to listen to the State
of the Tribes Address, which contains tribal concerns. Evers, as well
as nearly everyone in his administration, was at the address this
year. Former Wisconsin Governor
Scott Walker never attended one
of the addresses during his eight
years as governor.
In the past, the relationship
between tribes and the Department
of Natural Resources (DNR) has
been uncomfortable at best. Bryan
described the Walker administration as “incredibly hostile towards
the tribes,” which did not create a
strong relationship of trust or com-

Jacklyn Bryan is a current Equal Justice Fellow with Midwest Environmental Advocates.
Photo by David Baldwin.

munication. This tense relationship
between tribes and the DNR has
emphasized the issue of a lack of
collaboration, which Bryan seeks
to reconcile.
When one audience member
asked what we should be contacting our representatives about,
Bryan rephrased the question to
involve the tribes instead. She
reminded the audience that “tribal
populations have inherent knowledge” that can help. Bryan declared
that many of our problems stem
from this lack of communication
between the government and tribal
communities.
This communication is sparse
for many reasons, but one in particular is related to pure logistics.
Many of Wisconsin’s tribal communities reside in northern Wis.—
far away from Madison where the
decisions are actually being made.
Representation matters, according
to Bryan, and utilizing stereotypes
and assumed knowledge about a
group of people does not equal
representation.

Tweet of the Week

“Pigs can’t look up.
But I could pick a pig up one
night and raise it into the sky
and tilt this pig ever so gentle. I
can make sure this pigs eyes line
up with the stars. Imagine seeing
the stars 4the first time.I want 2b
treated that kindly and see the
stars for the first time.”
-@vincentdonofrio
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The Signs as Characters in Crazy
Ex-Girlfriend

By Simone Levy
Aries (March 21 - April 19) - Nathaniel Plimpton III
Taurus (April 20 - May 20) - Heather Davis
Gemini (May 21 - June 20) - White Josh
Cancer (June 21 - July 22) - Valencia Perez
Leo (July 23 - August 22) - Josh Chan
Virgo (August 23 - September 22) - Darryl Whitefeather
Libra (September 23 - October 22) - Greg Serrano
Scorpio (October 23 - November 21) - Rebecca Bunch
Sagittarius (November 22 - December 21) - Father
Brah
Capricorn (December 22 - January 19) - Lourdes
Chan
Aquarius (January 20 - February 18) - Dr. Noelle
Akopian
Pisces (February 19 - March 20) - Paula Proctor

Fruit Night
By Claire Zimmerman

“Criticism”
By Tia Colbert

Lore-ence

Lawrence hires pseudoscience faculty
By Claire Zimmerman

Much Love, Little Lady
By Celeste Reyes

Lawrence University is in the
process of hiring new professors
this Spring Term. In the fall, along
with a new freshman class, a few
new professors will be joining our
ranks. In the past year, a large number of students have designed their
own majors. The most popularly
crafted major was the pseudoscience major. This recent change has
had a large impact on the search
process for hiring new professors.
Lawrence will not only be making pseudoscience an official major
at Lawrence, but will also bring in
three new professors in the fall.
The specialties of these incoming
professors are astrology, phrenology and paranormal activities. One
new class offered in the fall will
be Astrology 360, cross-listed as
English 269, which has its students
writing horoscopes every week.
The final project for this class will
be a self-assessment in the form of
a natal chart. Another class will be
Phrenology 285, cross-listed as a
history class. Some pseudoscience
majors are outraged that it is crosslisted as a history class, as they
feel that is an insult to the whole
pseudoscience department. One
anonymous student said, “Listing
it as a history course challenges
the practice of phrenology. It is still
alive and well today.” In this class,

the professor plans to have students measure each other’s heads
and then perform intelligence tests
to see if there are any correlations.
The professor hopes to prove once
and for all that skull shape and
size measures intelligence. There
will also be a fortune telling class,
Fortune Telling 120, for freshmen
only. The class is largely discussion based, and at the end of the
term, the professor will predict
each freshman’s future for their
time at Lawrence. There are some
ethical concerns with this class,
however, as the prediction that students will drop out may lead to a
self-fulfilling prophecy. If a student
were to drop out after receiving
this fortune, it could reflect poorly
on the university.
One issue this new change
faces is finding a building for the
department. Stietz and Youngchild
halls have firmly declined the
department access to their buildings. When declining the proposal
that the pseudoscience department join the sciences, the faculty
in Youngchild Hall controversially stated, “This isn’t real science.
Please get out.” This caused a stir
in the pseudoscience majors. An
anonymous source said that the
pseudoscience majors are planning
to form a protest in front of the sci-

ence buildings.
While there have been a lot
of roadblocks, there are a few who
remain optimistic about this new
major. The Dean of the Careers,
Engagement in the World and
Living, Joe Schmoe has expressed
an abundance of enthusiasm for
this new program. Schmoe reported, “There has been an estimated 3.7 percent growth in career
opportunities for fortune tellers.
In addition, I can only imagine that
newspapers around the country
are looking for horoscope writers.
I haven’t looked into the job growth
numbers for the newspaper industry, but I have high hopes for that
as well.” Schmoe thinks that this
program will help students to form
lifelong skills. He thinks these
majors will never struggle to find
jobs once they have graduated.
Lawrence prides itself on
allowing students to pursue their
interests. While many are not
enthused for this new major, it fits
nicely within Lawrence’s purpose
of turning its students into wellrounded individuals. When we
asked the new paranormal professor what the future of this department will be, she said, “Results are
foggy. Ask again later.”
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Tina Schrage

Softball in the heat of conference

Staff Writer

______________________________________

This past week, Lawrence
University’s softball team played
two double headers at home: one
against Ripon College and the other
against the University of Chicago.
Only one double header impacted their conference play, but this
weekend’s game was also important to the team. The Vikings came
out strong on Thursday to bring
home both games in the double
header against Ripon, but split the
double header against Chicago on
Saturday. All of the wins that came
out of this weekend were the result
of large team efforts.
Part of the success for the
Vikings came from the depth in
their offensive line-up and in their
defensive game. “Playing double
headers is something our program
is very used to,” commented junior
Emilia Jackson. “Thanks to our
intense off-season practices and
workouts, our team is equipped
with enough endurance to be effective and successful in double headers.” Not only is it important to
have enough endurance for the
back-to-back games, but the team
also needs to have an abundance of
energy and drive in order to have
a positive mindset when they play.
“Maintaining our energy and drive
against both Ripon and University
of Chicago was an integral part of
our victories,” added Jackson.
Against Ripon, the Vikings
won the opening game of the double header 5-0. Jackson pitched the
game and allowed six hits and had
a total of four strike-outs, but she
still managed to hold on and earn
a shutout. During the nightcap,
senior Madeline MacLean allowed
three hits and managed to strike
out a Ripon player, only sacrificing
one run in their 9-1 win. “In the
Ripon double header, we had the
intention of winning some conference games,” stated junior Maria

Reiter. “We were excited to be able
to play despite the weather conditions.”
In the opening game of the
Chicago double header, the Vikings
had their first weekend home game
and had a great turnout from students, families and coaches alike.
“Playing at home this past Saturday
was so nice,” commented Reiter.
“We have been playing on the road
for most of our season, so it was
very nice to see a good fan turnout.”
The fan participation was a great
energy booster for the Vikings in
the double header on Saturday, and
it helped carry them to the 1-1 split
with Chicago. The Vikings won the
opening game 4-2. Jackson pitched
for the opening game again, allowing eight hits and two runs, and
she also stole two strikeouts. The
Vikings were not as fortunate in
the nightcap against Chicago, but
managed to stay relatively close in
runs until the final inning, losing
11-7. MacLean was the first pitcher
in the nightcap. She allowed 11
hits and six runs, while junior Lexi
Angemi stepped in as a pitcher and
allowed one hit and one run while
managing to strikeout one player
from Chicago. To bring the game
to an end, Jackson stepped in and
allowed five hits and four runs.
“The support we got from fans was
crucial in our success over Ripon
and University of Chicago,” commented Jackson. Being on the road
can be tiring for the Vikings, but as
long as they get to play, they are
happy.
Looking ahead, the Vikings
have some important conference games in the remainder of
their season. All of their conference games are played over a
one-month period, meaning that
their season is very quick when
it comes to playing the other conference teams before the Midwest
Conference Championships. “Our
number one goal as a team is to
make the Conference tournament,”

Senior Rachel Urich makes it look easy as she fields the last out of the inning.

stated Reiter. “We also want to continuously improve and grow as a
team.” Currently, the Vikings are
ranked sixth in the conference and
have some tough games ahead of
them against Lake Forest College
on Thursday, Apr. 25, and Illinois
College and Grinnell College this
Saturday Apr. 27, and Sunday, Apr.
28, respectively. The double headers this weekend will be played on
a neutral site in Janesville, Wis. and
Thursday will be their last home
conference double header. If they
take these games one inning at a
time, they will be able to focus on
the current competition and hopefully come out on top and move
up in the ranks of the conference.
Jackson commented, “As long as
we come out to each game with
positive energy, passion and 100
percent effort, we believe we will
be successful.” If they make it into
the top four in the conference,
the team will head into a double

Sophomore Ceara Larson works hard in dirt against Chicago, earning her second Midwest Conference Player of the Week honors.
Photos by Caroline Garrow.

elimination Midwest Conference
Championship Tournament. With
the amount of unique love and
support that the Vikings give each
other, the team should have little
to no problem moving forward

and achieving their goals laid out
before them. Hopefully the weather
will prove to be favorable over the
next couple weeks of competition.

Men’s tennis clinches second going into the conference tournament
Kelli Quick
Staff Writer

______________________________________

The men’s tennis team picked
up yet another conference win this
past weekend. The Vikings dominated the match, winning 7-2 by
not only monopolizing singles, but
also doubles matches. Junior Cade
Francour managed to have two
shutouts during both of his singles
matches. “My source of motivation
has always been to perform well
for the team,” said Francour reflecting on his performance, “but I also
want to have fun and make the
most of my athletics experience.”
Francour not only swept his singles
matches, but also won his doubles
match with the help of his partner,
junior Connor Maloney. “Connor
and I have played together all season,” said Francour. “Being good
friends and former roommates, our
chemistry is generally quite good.”

Success in sports comes in
part from the bond between teammates and coaches, but a love for
the sport is also absolutely necessary in order to be successful.
Francour commented, “I love the
camaraderie and friendship that
we’ve developed as a team, as these
relationships will likely last beyond
college.” That’s the beauty of being
a Division III athlete. The hard
work that it takes to be a studentathlete is worth it because of the
connections that are made while
playing. While Cade Francour was
a star this past weekend, the team
also pulled through with key wins
in the right places. Head Coach
Steve Francour reflected on this
saying, “We had great success using
our power against Ripon. Serving
big and hitting massive returns
allowed us to gain control of the
point early in the rally. With early
control of a rally, one gets chances
to finish at the net or with their

strength”.
Success apparently runs in the
Francour family, as Coach Francour
just celebrated his 300th win as a
coach. Coach Francour commented on this achievement, saying, “I
wasn’t aware that I was getting to
300 wins. This is my 29th year of
coaching, so wins as well as losses
accumulate. For me, coaching is
also about working with studentathletes and providing them with
opportunities to play their sport at
a high level. To have had the chance
to work with so many great kids
over my career is a bigger deal than
winning matches.” Coach Francour
didn’t let up when expressing his
pride for his team. “The team this
year has been very clutch in the
big moments,” Francour continued.
“We have won three matches this
year by a score of 5-4. [Sophomore]
Evan Oriel had a tough match
against Illinois College and came
up huge against Cornell to clinch

[a win] for us. We have an experienced group who has been through
the demands of the conference for
a couple of years. This experience
helps them to know what to expect
during competition. We have one
first-year player, Cam Strawn,
who has been very instrumental
in solidifying the bottom of our
lineup. He has improved with each
practice and match. Everyone has
had to move up in the lineup this
year, so that has been a challenge
[because] the 2018 squad was also
very solid.”
Being a head coach is timeconsuming and stressful, but Coach
Francour loved boasting about the
rewards of coaching, saying, “I like
working with athletes and seeing
them grow on and off the court.
The journey isn’t always easy, but
that is what coaching is about.
When an athlete completes their
career, you hope they have had fun,
improved and enjoyed the college

athlete experience.”
Because of this win over
Ripon, the men’s tennis team has
officially clinched the second seed
in the Midwest Conference and is
only two games behind Grinnell
College. The team will head to their
conference tournament on Friday,
Apr. 26. The four-team conference
tournament will consist of Grinnell
College, Lawrence University,
Lake Forest College and Cornell
College. As second seed, Lawrence
will start their conference tournament playing number three seed
Lake Forest College at 10 a.m. in
Madison, Wisconsin. Men’s tennis
is the first sport of the spring season to head to their conference
tournament. A win would set the
tone for the other Lawrence spring
sports as they continue to compete
and get closer to their own conference tournaments.

L E T ’ S G O , L AW R E N C E !
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Volleyball’s new head coach says their future is bright
Madeline MacLean
Staff Writer

______________________________________

Volleyball has officially started
their spring training. The team has
been working hard in the weight
room in preparation for the short
amount of time they get together in their off-season. This short
spring season is different from last
year, however. At the end of Winter
Term, the Viking family welcomed
in a new head coach for Lawrence
volleyball, Kim Falkenhagen. Coach
Falkenhagen came to Lawrence
with an background of volleyball
experience and knowledge and an
excited attitude for the future of
Viking volleyball.
“I’ve been in collegiate coaching for about 18 years,” said
Falkenhagen. “Most of my collegiate experience has been at
Division II, but my last stint was
at Northland college, which is a
Division III institution. I was the
[Athletic Director] and head volleyball coach there for six years.
When the Lawrence opportunity
popped up in Appleton, I [knew]
I had always loved the area and it
[would] get me to a [place] with
much more opportunity while
remaining close enough to family
and friends.” She reflected on her
responsibilities at her last institution and commented that one of
the most enticing aspects of this
job is that she gets to focus solely
on volleyball, which she is excited
about. “Luckily, [Athletic Director]
Christyn Abaray really liked me
as well,” Falkenhagen said. “So I
got hired from there and came on
down. Now, I’m just coaching volleyball and will get involved with
other things in the department,
but I just really love it here.

I have just started getting things
together and figuring out where
things were at and talking with
the ladies on the team and all
that. Finally, last week we started
practice and that’s really exciting.
We are figuring everyone out and
where we are going to be, as well
as working on recruiting.”
Students, faculty and professors alike often get asked why
they chose to come to Lawrence
University of all places. When asked
this question, Coach Falkenhagen
said, “I went to a state school and
part of my career was at Division
II schools. However, when I started
really getting more involved with
the administrative side and athletics within that, I really liked
what the Division III private liberal arts college
stood for. There’s a lot more
opportunities. You can do internships from your second term on.
You can study abroad. You just have
all of these different opportunities
that you are involved with. I think
that it’s really nice to be involved
with that because there are a lot of
things that you don’t get to experience necessarily at other colleges
and at other levels. I do like the
focus on the academic side of it.
What I like about Lawrence is that
the feel, while in a larger area, still
has that small-town feel. It’s definitely like a college town. I just like
how everyone feels like family.”
Spring practices started last
Monday, but the future already
looks bright for this Viking family.
“Practices are going really well,”
said Falkenhagen. “We went four
days, Monday through Thursday,
and did a little bit of different skills
each day, except for the first day
where they were just playing. So,
I got to see everybody play on the

team. They’ve been really excited
and have been working hard. We
are really working on keeping the
energy high and working on some
skills, but I really like what I see.
It’s going to be great. I am really
excited for the season.”
This last season the Vikings
said goodbye to two clutch senior
players. However, a large portion
of the team’s core is returning
along with at least three incoming students and a late addition to
the team, sophomore Ally Herrara.
The team and their coaches have
big plans for the season ahead,
and those plans get put in motion
here in spring season. “We are
really working on being louder
on the court, cheering more and
talking to each other more,” said
Falkenhagen. “We are working on
those communication pieces. I
always tell the team to talk
to each other, not to the
ball. So, they are figuring out what
that is and developing the new culture and excitement. They’re getting after the competitive part of it
as well. I tell the team all the time,
‘This is your time to figure out not
only me, and for me to figure out
you, but also to get ahead of the
game before the new class comes
in.’ So, we are just working on a lot
of everything at the moment.”
Their spring season is only
the beginning. The team reports
back to campus for their preseason
training in the middle of August
and Coach Falkenhagen has plans
already underway. “Unfortunately,
Bjorklunden doesn’t work this year
because of the day we report,” she
said. “However, we are going to
do a team building day. It’s going
to be leadership training, maybe
a barbecue and just kind of have
some fun that day. We are going to

scrimmage, but it’s not going to be
during that time. We do, however,
have a home scrimmage coming up
before our season starts.”
With so many big plans
in a brand-new place, Coach
Falkenhagen has an unlimited list
of things to be excited for. However,
when asked, her response was all
about building up the future success of the program. “What I’m
really excited about is that this is
a really big volleyball area,” she
said. “Club ball is pretty big in
this area and down in Milwaukee,
Wisconsin. So, the opportunities
for the program to grow are huge.
Our camps are almost already full.
I have never been able to have a full
summer camp, but because there
are so many volleyball players in
the area, there’s so much interest.
This also helps the recruiting piece
and getting the school’s name out
there. So, that is very exciting to
me. We can actually build this culture of volleyball and excitement
and it’s already in the area.” It helps
that the conference that Lawrence
is in is extremely competitive in
regards to volleyball. It’s extremely
high-intensity, but it’s not untouchable. As Coach Falkenhagen put it,
“It’s anybody’s year or anybody’s
game every year.”
The new coach has only one
request from the Viking volleyball
fan base: “Just enjoy it. Get
into it and enjoy it. Feel free to
reach out to me or the team if you
have any questions. I want to make
the game more exciting for the fans
to really get involved.”
The team continues to work
hard on and off the court. They
are building new relationships and
creating an environment to thrive
in. It all starts here. New season.
New coach. Endless possibilities.

Baseball drops pair to Chicago
Molly Doruska
Staff Writer

______________________________________

This week has been a difficult
one for the Lawrence University
baseball team. They were supposed
to host a double header against the
University of Chicago on Monday,
Apr. 22; however, a pair of home
games was not in the cards for
the Vikings due to the rains flooding their field. Needing to get the
key divisional conference games
in before the end of the season,
Lawrence headed down to Chicago
yet again to play the games. The
University of Chicago is a formidable opponent, as they boasted
a 15-6 overall record and a 4-2
Midwest Conference record going
into the games.
It proved to be a challenging day for the Vikings offensively,
as they only were able to amass
four hits across the two games. In
the first game, the University of
Chicago put together three “three
up, three down” innings to start the
game. Lawrence’s first base runner
came in the bottom of the fourth
inning when senior Nolan Spencer
was hit by a pitch. At this point in
the game, the Vikings were already
down by six runs. The University of
Chicago wasted no time getting on
the board, as they scored in the top
of the first inning. They added four
more runs in the third inning and
then another run in the top of the
fourth inning to extend their lead
to 6-0. The University of Chicago
then had a massive fifth inning in
which they scored eight total runs
off of two singles, two doubles and
a triple. The Vikings were finally

Junior Patrick McDonnell has a strategic chat with his pitcher.
Photo by Caroline Garrow

able to string something together
in the sixth inning. With two outs,
Spencer walked, bringing freshman standout Spenser Ross to the
plate. He singled to second base
and Spencer was able to advance to
third on the play. Then, sophomore
Nick Pastrone hit an RBI single to
right center and Lawrence was on
the board. The score stood at 14-1
at the end of the sixth inning. The
University of Chicago added three

more runs in the seventh inning to
win the seven-inning game 17-1.
Ross and Pastrone were the only
Viking hitters able to record a hit
in the game.
The second game got off to
a better start as three of the first
four Lawrence batters were able to
reach a base. Spencer walked to get
things going and Ross grounded
out; however, Spencer was able
to advance to second on the play.

Pastrone then reached on a fielding error, bringing junior Patrick
McDonnell to the plate. He singled
up the middle allowing Spencer
to score and the Vikings took
the early 1-0 lead. Unfortunately,
Lawrence struggled from there.
The University of Chicago scored
four runs in the second inning and
another two in the third to take a
6-1 lead. They kept pouring it on
as they scored three runs in the
fifth inning, four runs in the sixth
inning and another three runs in
the seventh inning. In the end, the
University of Chicago won the second game 16-1 in seven innings.
Ross and McDonnell recorded the
only Lawrence hits in the contest.
The Lawrence pitchers struggled throughout the day as they
gave up 13 walks to only three
strikeouts in the first game. The
second game was not much better, as the Viking pitchers walked
seven and struck out no University
of Chicago hitters. However, they
did not give up a home run in
either contest.
With the two losses, Lawrence’s
record falls to 3-16 overall and 0-8
in Midwest Conference play. They
are currently sitting at the bottom of the North Division of the
conference. There is little time to
dwell on these games or rest, as
the team prepares for important
games against Beloit this coming
Saturday, Apr. 27, and Sunday, Apr.
28. Lawrence is scheduled to travel
down to Beloit College on Saturday
for a double header before hosting
the Buccaneers for another double
header on Sunday. The team hopes
to start putting things together and
end the season on a high note.

STANDINGS
MEN’S TENNIS
TEAM
MWC OVR
Grinnell
8-0
23-4
Lawrence 6-2
11-8
Lake Forest 6-2
12-9
Cornell
5-3
13-9
Illinois
4-4
9-10
St. Norbert 3-5
6-12
Monmouth 3-5
4-12
Ripon
1-7
2-10
Knox
0-8
1-14
BASEBALL
North

TEAM
MWC
Chicago
6-2
St. Norbert 8-4
Ripon
7-5
Beloit
3-5
Lawrence 0-8

OVR
17-6
13-14
15-12
12-14
3-17

Monmouth
Grinnell
Knox
Cornell
Illinois

19-9
11-15
8-24
16-14
13-14

South

8-4
5-3
5-7
3-5
3-5

SOFTBALL
TEAM
MWC
Lake Forest 9-3
Grinnell
10-4
Monouth 10-4
St.Norbert 11-5
Illinois
9-5
Lawrence 7-5
Cornell
8-8
Ripon
4-10
Beloit
1-13
Knox
1-13

OVR
16-14
15-19
13-19
19-15
15-13
11-17
18-16
9-23
7-29
6-28

*Updated as of 04/24/2019*

UPCOMING HOME EVENTS
*Softball vs. Mt. Mary
Apr. 30
3 p.m. and 5 p.m.
*Champions of Change
Scavenger Hunt and Breakfast
Apr. 27
7 p.m.
*Champions of Change
Dry Night in the VR
Apr. 29
7 p.m.

Standings are courtesy of
www.midwestconference.org
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Burst Your Bubble: Telulah Park
Julia Balestri
Columnist

_________________________________________________

Distance from Lawrence: 1.3 MILES
This means it is roughly a 10-minute bike ride,
25-minute walk or 15-minute ride on a skateboard.
As many Lawrence students are aware, there is
a social and infrastructural construct that compels
most students to stay on campus and live oblivious
to the outside world. Many students stay on campus for everything: food, activities, exercise, musical
events, social gatherings and more. This behavior
allows students to be easily persuaded into believing
that Appleton is a crummy town, which is a negative and sad outlook to have of the town they spend
at least nine months of the year living in. In order to
get a well-rounded education in all aspects of life, it is
important to leave campus and grow an appreciation
for the city that our school is situated in. My intention
with this column is to help people recognize that there
is an abundance of places to travel to within Appleton
that, by visiting, one can start to pop their personal
“Lawrence Bubble.”
The route to Telulah is pretty simple: you take
College Avenue east until you get to the roundabout
on the other side of the Fox River. At the roundabout,
you take a left onto S Walter Avenue until you eventually hit the park. It’s close enough that with some
conversation or good music, the trip there feels
much shorter than it actually is, and it is also long
enough that you are fully off campus and feel that
way as well.
Telulah is a great park to visit if you are trying
to learn how to ride ramps, rails or bowls. It has a
skatepark which includes a bowl, a couple quarter
pipes, standard grindrails, rails on slants, boxes
and ramps. This selection of architecture allows for
many different types of tricks to be learned, meaning you could spend an entire day at the park every
time you visit. You can also sometimes get advice
from more experienced skaters there on how to land
whatever trick you are working on. It’s not uncommon to see skaters there that are sponsored by
Surfin’ Bird, the Appleton skate shop.
One unique aspect of Telulah skatepark is that

Karina Barajas

Local Appleton skaters at Telulah Park.
Photo by Julia Balestri.

it is located within a larger recreation area. This
means that if you or a friend you are with don’t feel
like skateboarding, there are many other things you
can do. Immediately next to the skatepark is a grassy
field in which you could have a picnic, sunbathe or
throw a football around like a classic American jock.
There’s also a nine-hole disc golf course.
Telulah is situated on the Fox River which
means that you can walk down and enjoy the soft
sounds of water lapping at the shore. If you walk
on some of the wooded trails down to the water,
you can escape civilization enough to really enjoy
the chirping of birds and scenery that the trees and
river provide. It is much more secluded and larger

than the tiny strip of “forest” we have surrounding
the trail behind Trever.
Freshman Quinten Giglio regularly visits Telulah
skatepark with some of his friends at Lawrence. “I
like to skateboard and it’s a good form of exercise,”
he said. “Also, it presents challenges through the layout of the park that I can work to overcome.” When
asked for advice he’d give to someone who was considering visiting Telulah for the first time, he replied,
“Bring a friend, bring some water and know that
you’re gonna fall.”
This advice is key. Don’t expect to go to the park
and actually skate around without the potential of
eating it on the cement. The reality is that you will

Work It: Campus Life

Columnist

_________________________________________________

The Campus Life staff is dedicated to
helping students make the best of their college experience, from housing to participating in student organizations. The Campus
Life Office, located on the fourth floor of the
Warch Campus Center, is open from 8 a.m. to
3 p.m. During those hours, student workers
like senior Skyler West and junior Daphne
Thomas can be found hard at work making
sure tasks are fulfilled. This week, I wanted
to highlight what goes on behind the scenes
of Campus Life and those who work hard to
make opportunities possible.
West is the Student Lead Assistant. He
manages and supervises five other student
workers in the office. The most basic task is
supporting Campus Life staff with administrative work and overseeing student organizations and LUCC. His tasks include managing budgets, credit card reports, treasury
training, Excel data entry, shopping shuttle
logs, student group travel and waivers.
No two days are alike. West is in his
second year of working with Campus Life.
He started as a student assistant and was
promoted to lead. He believes the best part
of working with the Campus Life staff is that
they recognize the values of working hard.
He likes the relaxed work environment and
the everyday interactions with the deans and
his boss, Charity Rasmussen. West found out
about the job when he was treasurer of the
Men’s Ultimate Frisbee Organization at the
end of freshman year and needed help with
the student organization budget.
The application process was a one- to
two-page application and a very casual inter-

Sophomore Campus Life employee Pagnaa Attah Nantogmah.
Photo by Anton Zemba.

view with Charity about skills and experience with Excel and various administration
tasks like answering phones and sending
emails. West works three hours every week
day, totaling up to 15 hours a week rather
than six like the other assistants in the office.
He enjoys inputting data on Excel and balancing budgets.
He likes the relationships he has formed
with professional staff. The most difficult
part of the job is keeping track of the huge
variety of tasks, handling housing keys and
mailing things to RLMs and treasurers. Other
skills he has learned are a deep understanding of Excel and banner software and
prioritizing tasks. As a government major,

West wants to go into government work and
believes this job has given him valuable skills
for that.
Thomas is a psychology major and an
Office Clerical Assistant. Some of their tasks
include vehicle registration, reimbursement forms, roster changes, making copies, replenishing hobby lobby supplies, getting mail, logging shopping shuttle records
and scheduling meetings. They are training
under West to become the lead next year.
As a freshman, Thomas hung out with
a senior who encouraged them to ask the
Campus Life office if they needed help.
Since working with Campus Life, Thomas
has established good relationships with the

have some gnarly falls here and there and you’ll just
have to let yourself heal and keep moving forward.
Giglio added to this sentiment by saying, “Be safe
and don’t get discouraged.” Although it may seem
“uncool” to wear a helmet and other forms of protection, what is less cool is rocking brain damage for
the rest of your life and hindering your intellectual
ability because you wanted to learn how to kickflip.
Additionally, wearing wrist guards, elbow or
knee pads allows you to quickly recover and hop
back on your board after nasty falls. Without this
extra protection, you’ll have to continuously be taking breaks from the grind that is skating to recover,
which isn’t cool.

RHDs and likes working with Excel documents, data entry and being helpful for student organizations. Outside of their job they
are an accompanist for the Main Stage Opera
with their friend.
They help opera students learn their
parts during Fall and Winter Terms. In addition, they are doing an off-campus internship. They work Monday, Wednesday and
Friday, and like sitting at the desk and feeling
like part of the office and inner workings
of student organizations. The most difficult
part of their job is that sometimes students
come in with requests and issues they have
never dealt with before. Many student organizations have problems such as using the
student credit card.
This involves making sure they have
funding from LUCC before being able to
make a purchase. Single and group housing, roommate and health accommodations
are some other topics they cannot handle.
Thomas learned to deal with all kinds of
people and how to approach situations and
keep an open mind with students who might
be dealing with stress. According to Thomas,
the best qualities of working in the office
include independence, being inquisitive, taking initiative, patience, Excel skills, adaptability and willingness to learn new ways to
enter data.
“I recommend the job because it helps
you see the way Lawrence works outside
of the student community and how certain
facets function,” Thomas said. “I especially
advise freshmen and sophomores to apply
because they can be with Campus Life for
a long time. It is a welcoming environment,
and Charity is a wonderful boss.”
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Smailyn Nicasio

Real Womxn’s Voices: Sabrina Salas

Columnist

_________________________________________________

To identify as a womxn is to expect solidarity
with others who identify the same way. The assumption that there is a universal and singular womxn
experience erases the nuances and variety that exists.
This column seeks to address those intersections in an
effort to celebrate and deconstruct the reality of womxnhood in the various ways it is expressed.
“I don’t know if I’m answering your question
well,” freshman Sabrina Salas repeated often during
the course of this interview. Each time, I reminded
her that if her answer is true to her, it more than
suffices. The slow, deliberate answers she gave were
a contrast to the jokes she cracked right before the
interview started, but her thoughtfulness did not
suggest a hesitation to express herself. Instead, it
exemplified an astute awareness that she carries as
a self-described “quirky Dominican-American girl.”
I would be remiss if I didn’t somehow disclose
that Salas and I are close personal friends and have
been since before even coming to Lawrence. Our
bond definitely developed after realizing how similar our backgrounds are: both Dominican-American
women, both from the Bronx and both first-generation college students attending Lawrence University.
Throughout our friendship, we have often butted
heads once encountering the differences that exist
between us.
Despite hailing from the same cultural and
geopolitical sphere, it is sometimes shocking when
we don’t think the same way. Simple acceptance of
our individual experiences, however, has created a
stronger friendship. We know just because we are
similar does not mean we are the same. In hindsight,
Salas wishes people back in her hometown could
have been just as accepting.
Salas hails from the Patterson Projects in the
South Bronx. She expressed this without shame

Freshman Sabrina Salas.
Photo by Sarah Navy.

because she insisted she couldn’t imagine being
from any other place. Being from the Bronx has
become a large part of her identity and it is an aspect
she celebrates often.
I can personally attest to seeing her cross her
forearms across her chest to create the customary
“BX” sign whenever there is a mention of the New
York City borough in conversation. While immensely proud of her neighborhood, Salas couldn’t shake
the feeling that she didn’t belong there while growing up.
The tendency to stereotype that came from
inside the neighborhood did not do her childhood
any favors. “People thought I was different,” said
Salas. “I think being unique is always a good thing,

but people doubted I was even from the Bronx. They
would even say I didn’t ‘act Dominican.’”
According to Salas, anything that didn’t match
the category of behavior deemed acceptable by
those in the Projects meant automatic alienation.
Her interest in indie music (Salas insisted that I
specify she loved Twenty One Pilots when they were
at their best) and her bubbly personality seemed
contradictory to a supposed inherent attitude.
Salas didn’t remember having any friends as a
child from the neighborhood because of this reason.
She felt that it became necessary to consider herself
as a rarity when others attempted to differentiate
her, but now accepts simply living as you are makes
it impossible to fulfill a stereotype.

Continuing to recollect, Salas realized that she
wasn’t truly aware of her identity as a woman of
color until removed from the enclaves of the Bronx.
She was 15 and at a science conference for young
scholars. Placed in a leadership role because of her
out-spoken nature, Salas had to cope with being in
front of an audience that didn’t look like her. She felt
like they especially underestimated here because
she was a girl. It was unfamiliar to her at the time.
A special brand of protectiveness flared up,
however, when Salas spoke against the statistics that
plague her and others in her community. “Literally
everybody [in the neighbor-hood] is a minority,”
began Salas. “Everybody that lives there is expected
to join a gang, end up 16 and pregnant, selling drugs
or end up in jail. All you see in newspaper articles is
[us] doing something bad. People don’t think we’ll
amount to anything. But we will!”
Salas had only recently been able to speak of
the near future with such confidence. Up until her
senior year of high school, she deeply felt the effects
of imposter syndrome. Like other individuals from
marginalized communities, a feeling of worthlessness plagued her. Chances of winning scholarships
and getting into college seemed slim because she
was a woman of color.
Salas pushed through her doubts because of her
mother. In the Dominican Republic, Salas’ grandfather refused to provide her mother an education.
Now raising her own daughter, Salas’ mother constantly encouraged her when it came to her academics. Edu-cation became a means for empowerment.
Salas was not going to fail her mother.
She follows her mother’s sage advice almost
religiously. In fleeting moments of self-doubt, she
simply remembers her mother saying “Lo que ‘ta
pa’ ti nadie te lo quita.” The sentiment remains the
same even when translated: “What is meant for you,
no one will take away.”

Illustrations by Genevieve Cook
Features Section Editor
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LU Live 2: Legalize Live Music

Georgia Greenberg

Arts and Entertainment Editor

______________________________________

Saturday night, Student
Organized University Programming
(SOUP) hosted their second LU Live
event of the year. LU Live: Legalize
Live Music is a part of SOUP’s effort
to elect a student performer for
LU Zoo Day, coming up May 18.
Zoo Day began as a carnival event
hosted by Ormsby Hall, but in
recent years, it has been hosted by
SOUP and the Events Planning and
Organizing Committee (EPOC) for
the whole campus. The election for
this year’s student performer was
hosted on the SOUP Facebook page
and ended Sunday night. Junior
Daniel Green, acting as emcee for
the evening, explained the voting
process and promoted SOUP and
Zoo Days to the audience: “If you
play at Zoo Days, you get paid! So,
support your friends!” he urged.
Popular Lawrence party band
Extra Pulp performed first. A talented group of skilled collaborators, Extra Pulp once again brought
juice and flavor to their performance. Finishing their set with a
song called “Soup,” they thanked
Dan and the SOUP committee for
putting on the event and supporting student music.

McKenzie Fetters

Junior Caro Granner followed,
joking that on such a beautiful day
she decided to share some “songs
about depression.” She shared a
story of telling her mom she wanted to perform the Taylor Swift song
“Love Story,” to which her mom
protested “it’s such a sad song!” “I
said, no Mom, it’s a hopeful song!”
recounted Granner, “And she said,
‘not when you sing it.’” Granner
performed three original songs,
referencing her sorrowful style in
the lyrics “if I didn’t write so many
sad songs/ maybe I’d forget her.”
Despite the solemn beat, Granner’s
performance was also uplifting
and joyful, as she shared her joy
of performing and music with the
audience.
Green introduced the next
performer as a “big personality on
campus, you probably know him,
probably as Frog.” Wasonu Allen,
who performed as BravePrince,
opened his set with a song about
fatherhood that he described as
“not personal about me, but about
an issue that happens a lot in the
African American community. I’m
familiar with it.” Green also collaborated with Allen for his performance, who backed him up on
the drums. “Show Daniel some
more love,” Allen coaxed the audi-

ence, “and this is all on the spot! I
did not write this with him.” Their
partnership was fluid and dynamic,
as the two communicated through
eye contact and hand gestures.
Allen introduced his last song as
his “favorite lil’ jig,” which clearly
already had some fans in the audience who grooved and joined him
throughout the performance.
Freshman George Medina performed later in the evening under
his performance name Kid Med.
Medina’s songs showcased not
only his rapping prowess, but also
his gorgeous singing voice. Not shy
to engage in potty humor, as shown
in lyrics like “you stink as a girlfriend/ baby you just a fart,” he was
a fun and engaging performer. At
the end of his set, when his phone
died and the backing track cut out,
Green jumped up onto the stage to
back him up with another drum
track.
Zoo Days would be lucky
to have any of these talented
Lawrentians on their stage, and
hopefully they will all be coming to
a stage near you very soon!

Junior Caro Granner performing at LU Live 2: Legalize Live Music
Photo by Julia Balestri

Concert Review:
Wade Fernandez

Staff Writer

______________________________________

On Wednesday, Apr. 17, at 7
p.m., the Ethnic Studies department presented a performance
by Menominee musician Wade
Fernandez (Walks with the Black
Wolf ) in the Nathan Marsh Pusey
Room at the Warch Campus Center.
Fernandez has won significant
awards for his many albums as
well as for his leadership and activism. Professor of French Lifongo
Vetinde introduced Fernandez and
spoke about how expressions of
ethnicity reside at the core of the
ethnic studies curriculum. Then,
Fernandez shouldered his guitar
and introduced his son, Quintin
(Bear Claw), who plays the drums.
Fernandez mentioned that he had
given lectures in the Deep Listening
Lab and in an ethnic studies course
that morning and that he will likely
be more involved at Lawrence in
the coming years, including teaching a class at the Conservatory in
2020.
Fernandez’s first song featured the Menominee flute, whose
clear and deep sound washed
over the audience like a warm
wave. Besides the soulful melody,
Fernandez executed many complicated ornaments, which added a
fervor to the music without taking away from its melodic contour.
Fernandez exuded a deep calm,
playing with his eyes closed, and
the audience applauded gratefully
at the end of this excellent opener.
Accompanying his excellent
playing, Fernandez maintained
an easygoing and amiable stage
presence. Regarding the setup of
the Nathan Marsh Pusey Room,
with its carpeted floor and sofas
in the back, he said, “It’s like we’re
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in someone’s big living room, so
make yourselves comfortable.”
Even when audience members
entered the performance space
late or left early, Fernandez kept
his cool and continued to engage
the rest of the audience with his
music. For his second piece on
the concert, Fernandez played his
electric guitar while Quintin maintained a steady drumbeat. After
beginning with a beautiful ostinato, Fernandez pressed different
mechanisms on his pedalboard
with his foot, which allowed him
to layer a solo line over the ostinato he had just recorded. Soon
after, Fernandez picked up his flute
and played it simultaneously with
his guitar. Continuing, Fernandez
picked up another flute and played
two flutes at once, both resounding
through the room in exquisite harmony. The theme that Fernandez
played eventually transitioned to a
vocal melody, and Fernandez sang
about broken promises and broken
hearts in his soulful, vibrant voice.
Everyone in the audience enjoyed
this number’s impressive virtuosity and responded with great
applause.
The concert also included
a few of Fernandez’s hits, such
as “Commodity Cheese Blues,”
a song about his first job out of
high school working for the United
States Department of Agriculture.
Another meaningful song was “To
Grow in the Rain,” which chronicles
acceptance of life’s struggles and
looking to the future with hope.
“If everything was easy, we’d be
wimps,” Fernandez quipped,
eliciting laughter from the audience. Fernandez also sang a song
in the Menominee language and
had everyone in the audience join

Follow us!

Alumnus returns for
stunning performance

him in the refrain, which they did
with enthusiasm. Another audience favorite was “Indian Summer,”
whose lively groove had many in
the audience smiling and tapping
their feet.
In between his admirable
music-making, Fernandez told the
audience some personal stories,
including one about his grandmother who had passed away. He
talked about how he had gone to
UW-Milwaukee for music performance until his teacher kicked
him out because “after two years,
[he] still sounded like Wade
Fernandez!” Fernandez said he
eventually figured out that wasn’t
a bad thing, and he went back to
school later and got his degree in
music education. He talked about
the importance of listening, how it
is an act undertaken not just by the
ears but by one’s heart, soul and
spirit. Fernandez said that when he
truly listens, he feels like a faucet
has been turned on, and everything
flows through him, which provides
him inspiration and helps him preserve his people’s legacy. He also
spoke about the necessity of caring
for the planet and standing up for
what is right, mentioning his experience at the protest against the
Dakota Access Pipeline (DAPL) at
Standing Rock.
In his concert, Fernandez displayed superb musicianship and
spoke thoughtfully about life and
issues in the world. Lawrence students are fortunate to have experienced this exceptional event, made
possible by the Ethnic Studies
department. For more information
on Wade Fernandez, his upcoming
tour dates and his albums, visit
ht t p s : / / wa d e fe r n a n d e z m u s i c.
com/.
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Camille Robertson

Staff Writer
______________________________________

On
Sunday
evening,
Lawrentians were treated to a performance by Matt Blair ‘17, who
is touring the Midwest on a solo
piano tour. The performance was
opened by sophomore composition major Ben Portzen. Each performed a solo piano set in the Esch
Hurvis Room in Warch Campus
Center. It was a low-key event, but
what the audience lacked in size,
they made up for in enthusiasm
to see their friends showcase their
musical talents.
Portzen is currently pursuing
a bachelor of music degree with
a major in music composition.
While he plays a variety of instruments, such as guitar and percussion, his primary focus is the piano.
His compositions tend to have a
suspenseful, elegantly discordant
sound that can make the listener
feel on edge or saddened—in other
words, his pieces are extremely
powerful, and his solo on Sunday
was no exception.
His first piece began with a
speedy crawl down the keys, then
a few moments of low, soft, dissonant chords being played intermittently. As the song proceeded,
there were short sections of major
notes that made it sound like perhaps the melody would become
more lighthearted. When it did not,
instead always returning to a darker tone, the eeriness of the piece
was enhanced. It would be easy
to envision the composition as the
score of an old silent horror film,
especially during an extended section in which Portzen repeatedly
played a D note at a rapid-fire pace
and, with the other hand, struck an
unexpected variety of lower notes

Follow us!

in a hopping sort of manner. The
piece concluded with a long, grim
repetition of an A sharp and a D in
the lowest octave.
The following composition
was just as desolate as the first, but
in a very different way. Portzen utilized electronics to create a highpitched echo of certain chords, at
times layering the ringing tones
and compounding feedback. It was
intense and somewhat distressing,
but did not overwhelm the piece;
in fact, it made it more immersive.
Blair,
performing
next,
graduated from the Lawrence
Conservatory in 2017 with a selfdesigned major in contemporary
improvisation. He stopped by
Lawrence as a part of his Midwest
tour, which will continue into late
May. Before going into the piece,
he explained that he had released
a solo piano record last year called
“Shadow Sets” and that the song he
would play that night was “kind of
similar to the songs on [his] album,
but not really.”
His sole piece of the night
began reminiscent of Brian Eno’s
“Ambient 1: Music for Airports”—a
slow, calm circulation between five
melancholy notes. From here, the
twenty-minute composition gradually and seamlessly transitioned
into a fiercely sinister middle
section. Finally, after journeying
through a very dark place, Blair
came back around to the original
five notes that began the piece,
illustrating, it seemed, what is hidden below the surface.
Portzen and Blair are both
wildly talented musicians, and the
breadth of each performer’s skills
felt fully recognized in this intimate
recital. Each artist’s future performances, both on and off campus,
should be highly anticipated.
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Artist Spotlight:
Evangeline Werger

Milou de Meij

Columnist
______________________________________

During her freshman year,
senior Evangeline Werger saw
Chicago-based sextet Eighth
Blackbird perform a concert that
changed her life.
“That was the moment I just
knew,” Werger said, “that was
exactly what I had to be doing.
[…] This was also the first time I
looked on stage and saw people
who looked like me,” she mused,
noting “their fashion, hairstyles,
and piercings. It was all way more
‘me’ than the standard classical
musicians in a ball gown and tux.”
Werger has always felt drawn
to music. Her parents started her
on piano at age four. She remembers deciding at eight years old
that classical piano was something
she wanted to do professionally
and she has never looked back
since.
“I love this. It’s my favorite
thing, and it’s just so important
to me,” said Werger, describing
her relationship with the piano.
“Even when I’m having a tough
time, there’s this inexplicable drive
that’s always there. I don’t understand it, but it’s pushing me toward
something important.”
Unlike many pianists, Werger

was not drawn to the “pristine and
beautifully perfect” sound that
many classical musicians strive for.
Instead, she felt drawn to Russian
music, especially from the Soviet
era, for its big and bombastic qualities.
“The mind-body-instrument
connection is really important to
me. I like pieces with a groove
that are a physical workout to play.
I want to beat the piano and be
loud and passionate. I don’t want
to have to worry about perfectly crafting minute details like in
Mozart or Schubert.”
Driven by her unconventional
taste, Werger strives to find music
outside of the canon, especially in
regard to increasing diversity in
repertoire. This past winter, she
received senior experience funding to go to Austria and interview
her favorite composer Nancy Van
de Vate. Werger initially wanted to
talk about the canon because of its
heavy influence on her music and
her struggles as a female composer.
Van de Vate was uninterested in
questions about the canon.
“My interview with Van de
Vate showed me […] the canon
itself isn’t the sole reason for the
lack of […] diversity, but rather
our relationship to [the canon].
The choices we make with funding
and where we spend our time are

everything, and at Lawrence we
have a really unique opportunity to
make use of funds like senior experience to try new things.”
Werger encouraged students
who are interested in new music
but unsure where to start to talk
to people who love contemporary
or new music like she does. She
stressed that the first step can be
realizing where you might have
gaps in your knowledge—like asking yourself if you know more than
one female composer or composer
of color. She suggested taking time
to listen to music outside the canon
with the goal of engaging communities to talk about this music along
with playing and performing this
repertoire.
Last summer, things came
full circle for Werger when she
was able to spend two weeks in
California at the Eighth Blackbird
Creative Lab. While in California,
she was able to attend workshops
and lectures with composers
such as Jennifer Higdon and Nico
Muhly. Every student was split into
ensembles where they received
intensive coaching from members
of Eighth Blackbird.
Werger is still in contact with
many of the festival participants
and cites Lisa Kaplan, the pianist
for Eighth Blackbird, as one of her
greatest mentors. This past spring

“Awake”: powerful portrait of
Indigenous activism

Sam Goldbeck
Staff Writer

______________________________________

On Wednesday, Apr. 17,
Lawrence
University
Native
Alliance
(LUNA)
and
the
Sustainable RLA team offered
a screening of the documentary
“Awake: A Dream from Standing
Rock” as part of Lawrence’s Earth
Week events. The film follows a
variety of native activists as they
risk their lives to defend their
sacred lands from being exploited
by the encroachment of the Dakota
Access Pipeline (DAPL).
The film’s audience was witness to firsthand accounts of
human rights abuses being committed against these activists, who
never lost their resolve or hope in
the face of insurmountable odds.
There were police forces in riot
gear deployed against unarmed
protesters on what is technically
not their jurisdiction in the first
place. They used water hoses and
pepper spray and the video recordings of these events serve to be
what look like modern day updates
on the tactics used against peaceful
protesters in the Jim Crow South.
Why are these lands so important? The film explained that the
pipeline would run through the
Missouri River, which itself is
under sacred Sioux land and is
the only source of clean water for
those on the Reservation. Tens of

thousands of activists joined the
member of the Standing Rock Sioux
Reservation to protest the multibillion-dollar oil pipeline. The native
activists were deemed “water protectors” or “water warriors” for
their courageous commitment to
water as a binder of nature and
humanity.
While the film doesn’t shy
away from showing the brutality
of the police forces as they tried to
contain the protests, it also offers
moments of beauty and gentle
reminders that there is still plenty
to be hopeful for. The protesters
set up a tent city that is almost
utopic, were it not for the terrifyingly life-altering reasons that it
was established. There are images
of the city in the morning when
everything was calm and there is a
real sense of community amongst
people from near and far who have
come to protect the land and the
water that flows underneath it.
The second half of the documentary focused on one of the
directors of the film, Myron Dewey,
from the Walker River Paiute Tribe,
Agui Diccutta Band (Trout Eaters)
and Temoke Shoshone. He considers himself an activist filmmaker
and shares credit with two other
directors, Josh Fox and James
Spione. It was at this point that
“Awake” turned into a somewhat
different film, as Dewey reflected on the ethics of documenting

this conflict and called into question documentary filmmaking as a
whole. He kept it relatively specific
to the #NODAPL protests, though,
as he was able to justify recording
these pretty awful things that he
sees happening given his allegiance
to the cause and the fact that journalists and filmmakers like himself
are being surveilled and targeted
by the both the local and national
law enforcement. There was a terrifying sequence in which Dewey
and his team were driving along a
road in South Dakota and a police
vehicle pulled up next to them and
the officers immediately identified
Dewey and threatened him with
their knowledge of his life and livelihood.
It is hard to give a thorough
account of this 90-minute film
because the filmmakers pack so
much into it, including testimonies from multiple native sources, the rare instances of kindness
between the law and the protesters
and the protests that took place
on the river bank itself. There are
also moments of poetry and grace
provided by a voice-over narrator, Floris White Bull, who brought
these rather grand conflicts back
down to earth. The film is a powerful portrait of the struggle and
endurance of indigenous peoples
in the face of threats to their lives
and culture, as well as to the earth
itself.

Photo by Taylor Blackson

break, Werger went to Chicago and
performed with past fellows in
concert and on the radio.
“It was the most meaningful
musical experience of my life,” said

Werger.
You can catch her this weekend presenting her senior experience lecture-recital on Sunday, Apr.
28, at 3 p.m. in Harper Hall.

Photo Feature:
FACULTY BRASS recital
Photo by Taylor Blackson

Assistant Professor of Music: Horn, Ann Ellesworth; Instructor of Music and Teacher of
Tuba Marty Erickson; Assistant Professor of Music-Trombone Tim Albright.
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No white saviors,
here or abroad

Thoughts on tenureship
Lawrence University, like many other schools, has tenure positions. These positions are fairly standard and allow tenured professors a lot of freedom and security. While it’s a good system, we think that
there might be a way to maintain and improve the scholarship of professors even after they have long
been tenured.
The tenure process is designed to allow professors research and teaching freedom without fear of
termination. It’s awarded to faculty members whose contributions to the Lawrence community provide
clear evidence of past excellence and the potential for continued excellence throughout their academic
careers. Tenure-line faculty go through the tenure review process after at least six years of teaching
at Lawrence and are terminated if not approved for tenure. Though sometimes confused with tenureship, full Professorship is a separate title reserved for faculty who continually and effectively serve the
University, and whose teaching, scholarly or creative achievements, and service to the community merit
the distinction the rank connotes. Promotion to full Professor is an honor that the institution bestows
upon faculty who have distinguished themselves among their peers, both at Lawrence and elsewhere; it
is not a reward for length of service.” Faculty do not lose their job if they do not get this.
Professors must undergo an extensive process of review in order to gain tenure. Their teaching,
scholarship, creative activity and service to the community is evaluated through student surveys, external reviewers from different colleges and the tenure committee. Once tenured, professors are ensured
their position unless they resign, retire or are removed from a tenured position for, as stated by the faculty handbook “inability to perform normal duties, for adequate cause, for discontinuance of a program
or department, or for reasons of financial exigency at the University.” According to Karen Carr, the current chair of the Tenure Committee, adequate cause includes “moral turpitude, intemperance, disregard
for the academic freedom of colleagues or students, or failure to meet, or neglect of, stated expectations
and obligations or other professional responsibilities.” Removal of tenured professors is rare, perhaps
due to the resulting poor reflection on the college. There are no post-tenure review processes unless
professors want to be promoted to full professorship.
Professors who have achieved a tenured position run the risk of losing their enthusiasm for teaching. As long as faculty fulfill the minimum duties of a faculty member, they will not be removed from
their tenured position and may lose motivation to improve. There are still a few check ins, such as course
reviews, but professors are largely able to teach in exactly the ways they want. While this may be a good
idea in theory, professors may not be compelled to teach in the most modern or effective ways. When
professors fail to update their curriculum, they harm the students by providing them with outdated
teaching methods and information.
In the worst cases, tenured faculty may carry a sense of entitlement. The knowledge that it is rare
to be fired from a tenured position may cause those who are tenured to act in an unprofessional manner.
While most don’t act in this way, the few who do tarnish the concept of tenure.
We propose that attending conferences, workshops and teaching seminars should be incorporated
into the expectations of tenured faculty. This will help to keep professors updated on the most recent
teaching techniques and advances in their field. Though most professors know that it is important to
continue to engage in their field outside of the college at which they work, it would be ideal to have it
as a requirement. If tenured professors cause students discomfort or receive poor course evaluations,
we suggest that another faculty member could talk with tenured professors about these problems.
This way, students will not have to actively fight to have their voices heard when popular professors act
poorly towards them. While tenure is a wonderful system that promotes security and creative expression in professors, it is also one that could be improved to ensure accountability in the faculty.
Letters to the Editor can be sent in to Opinions & Editorials Editor, Max Craig, at lawrentian@lawrence.
edu. We review all letters and consider them for publication. The Lawrentian staff reserves the right to edit
for clarity, decency, style and space. All letters should be submitted on the Monday before publication, and
should not be more than 350 words.

Mara Kissinger
Staff Writer

______________________________________

Recently, I stumbled across a
series of tweets that led me to
a world I had thought about but
never truly delved into. The tweets
were from a group of social workers
in Uganda called No White Saviors.
In them, they talked about Lauren
Akins and Thomas Rhett adopting
a child from Uganda, a place they
thought needed help with their “3
million orphans.” The semi-famous
couple talked about knowing when
they saw this baby girl that she
was their family, a sentiment that
on the surface is a noble one. But,
No White Saviors points out a troubling trend that most couples in
the U.S. are never aware of. That
baby not only probably had a family, but a family that wanted to raise
her and was more than capable of
doing so. When I researched further, I found an opinion piece from
a mother who had adopted a sixyear-old Ugandan girl, only to hear
her speak about a wonderful family
that she missed terribly.
This, I have learned, is big
business in Uganda. Families are
tricked or coerced into sending
their children away, sometimes
not even realizing they are being
adopted. Why does this happen?
Well, because of the fact that nothing makes an American feel more
charitable than giving a home to
a “poor” and “neglected” baby
African orphan. Traditional colonialism may be gone, but the ideals
and practices are alive and well.
Couples want babies and many
want African babies specifically,
especially white couples with a
strange fascination with black bodies. This sense of being a white
savior, as the social worker’s organization rallies against, is something that we can see in all colonial

narratives. It is the idea that we
are bringing children to civilization through adoption. That we,
as white people with money in
America, have a duty to the small
black children in Africa. That we
must save them from their situations and lead them to a better life
in the USA.
In their rush to snap a selfie
with their future black baby and
start them on this glorious path,
these white saviors don’t ever stop
and question why it was so simple
to receive this baby. Agencies that
connect these doting parents to
their new children don’t seem to
particularly care much where the
child’s family is. The marketability of a white family with a black
baby is huge and the business has
responded to that. Celebrities can’t
wait to jump on a plane and show
their followers what destiny has
brought them. But why do all these
kids seem to not have parents? Or
families? We’re so eager to believe
that we can help them that we
don’t stop to think that maybe they
are wanted by a family member
who could very well care for them.
We’re so obsessed with obtaining
this small black body and believe at
the same time that all other black
bodies are simply incapable of raising their kin in one way or another.
This is not an issue isolated to
Africa. As strange and outlandish
as it may sound, we are doing this
right here in the U.S. Immigrant
women in our holding facilities
are being prevented from aborting fetuses, and they are losing
their kids to the foster system
and to adopters. American families may not want immigrants, but
we sure do want their moldable
kids. Though some may scoff at the
suggestion, there is real evidence

See page 12

The US is mishandling the opioid epidemic
Max Craig

Op-Ed Editor
_________________________________

The opioid epidemic is, indeed,
an epidemic. In 2017, the Center
for Disease Control and Prevention
(CDC) reported a record 47,600
deaths from opioid overdoses. The
issue has become a much-talkedabout issue among politicians,
but they seldom approach it with
any degree of nuance. Democratic
Senator and presidential candidate
Kirsten Gillibrand, for instance, has
introduced a bill with Republican
Senator Cory Gardner to limit opioid prescriptions to seven days
with no opportunity for refills. This
bill has received massive backlash,
and justifiably. Laws limiting opioid prescriptions, which have been
widely enacted in recent years, are
exclusionary to chronic pain sufferers.
Michael Speers, a 21-yearold College of DuPage student and
longtime friend of mine, suffers
from Ehlers-Danlos Syndrome
(EDS), which causes his joints to be
hypermobile and prone to intense
nerve pain. The severity of Speers’
condition means that opioid use
is his most consistently effective
treatment option. He said, “A thing

that nerves do is that if they’ve
sent pain signals to an area for
a long time, they don’t stop. And
there isn’t much of a scientific
understanding of how to reverse
that.” Dulling the pain, therefore,
becomes the only viable treatment,
and opioids are the only source of
that relief.
While that may be unsettling,
the fact is that few people that misuse opioids do so through a prescription. The National Institute on
Drug Abuse reported that, among
chronic pain patients prescribed
opioids, only eight to 12 percent
develop a disorder. All that the
limiting of prescriptions does is
provide further hurdles for chronic
pain sufferers to jump through.
Based on an Illinois state law,
for instance, Speers cannot receive
any of his medication early, and
is instead forced to visit his pharmacy the exact day that his prescription runs out. In the event of
the pharmacy being out of stock,
Speers could be forced to live without his medication for as long as
it takes the pharmacy to restock.
This would be a bad situation for
any chronic pain sufferer, because
as Speers said, “There are patients

whose pain is so bad that they’re
actively suicidal, and they’ll have
no effective treatment beyond opioids. They’re fast, they’re effective,
and they’re cheap.” For many, particularly impoverished sufferers
that cannot seek more expensive
treatment options, opioids are the
only solution. Taking opioids away
from these patients abruptly can
result in withdrawal along with the
intensifying of chronic pain symptoms. This is why the American
Medical Association has warned
against “blunt, one-size-fits-all
approaches” like Gillibrand and
Gardner’s bill—they make it harder for doctors and patients to enact
healthy treatment options.
In addition, laws like these
have been proven ineffective.
Regulatory prescription laws have
become popular in reaction to the
opioid epidemic, but as “Seattle
Times” op-ed writer Ramesh
Ponnuru points out in his article
“The war on opioid abuse is striking the wrong target,” “One might
have hoped that [...] reducing prescriptions would dent the death
toll from opioids. But during this
period, the overdose-death rate
has kept climbing: Those 47,600

deaths in 2017 set a record.” Speers
said of these laws, “They have no
positive effect on anyone involved,
but they look good on paper.”
Fortunately, Gillibrand has
acknowledged this problem, saying soon after her and Gardner’s
bill’s rollout that she wants it to
“do what it was originally intended
to do without harming patients”
and that she is “open to improving
the bill.” But regardless of these
“improvements,” it is worth considering whether or not regulating
the prescription of opioids is the
solution at all.
For a proven solution, we
should look to Switzerland.
Peaking in 1990, Switzerland had a
massive opioid epidemic in which
up to two percent of its population were irresponsibly using opioids, mainly heroin. In response,
the country decriminalized opioids
and employed opioid substitution treatment, in which addicts
were allowed subsidized doses of
substitution products without the
expectation of immediate abstinence. The program was a success,
decreasing the popularity of street
opioids and receiving a steady
enrollment of around 18,000

patients a year. By decriminalizing
opioids, addicts were given treatment rather than prosecution, and
sufferers in need of opioids were
allowed to use them responsibly.
In an article for the London
School of Economics, drug policy
analyst Christian Schneider supported the adoption of such a program in the US. Schneider acknowledged that Swiss taxpayers have
had to pay for this program, and
the same would be true if it were
implemented in the U.S. But he
added that “it is very likely that the
societal costs of [...] police forces
trying to keep [opioid addicts and
dealers] in check would be even
more expensive.” In other words,
substitution therapy would benefit
the U.S. on both a humanitarian
and economic level.
The opioid epidemic must
be attended to, but “one-size-fitsall” solutions like Gillibrand and
Gardner’s bill do nothing except
disenfranchise chronic pain sufferers. In fighting this epidemic,
we must keep in mind the effectiveness of addiction treatment
and also ensure that sufferers like
Speers are allowed a comfortable
life.

The opinions expressed in The Lawrentian are those of the students, faculty and community members who wrote them. All
facts are as provided by the authors. The Lawrentian does not endorse any opinions piece except for the staff editorial, which
represents a majority of the editorial board. The Lawrentian welcomes everyone to submit their own opinions using the parameters outlined in the masthead.
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On The Cusp of Enlightenment: Who knows best?
An Advice Column
Michele Haeberlin
Staff Writer

______________________________________

Simone Levy

Columnist
_________________________________

Looking for answers? In need
of advice from a Taurus-sun, Virgomoon, Gemini-rising? Think you
can stump me? Email Simone at
simone.a.levy@lawrence.edu with
your own questions and you just
might be featured in next week’s
column.
Dear Simone,
I am looking to buy and
restore a 1967 Chevy Camaro, but
I don’t know where to begin. Any
advice? My budget is four dollars.
Sincerely, Geoff
Dear Geoff,
The first thing you are going to
need to do is decide what your plan
for the car is. Are you going to have
it on display or are you building a
hot rod? These are two completely
different modes of restoration, and
it is necessary to have a plan before
jumping into anything. In addition,
you are going to want to think
about investment value. Before you
put any money into a car, think
about what you are going to get
out of it. If you are restoring it for a
concours restoration, you are going
to want the money you invest into
the car to be made back in competition earnings. Either go big or
go home. If the car is from 1967, it
likely was not dipped in the chemical rust-proofing bath like later

cars were. So check for rust, which
tends to accumulate in the gutter
of the rear window, the trunk pan
below the rear window, in front
of and behind the back tires, the
side glass rain gutter, behind the
front tire and places hidden by the
front fender. In addition, be sure to
check for rust inside the car on the
top of the dashboard at the base
of the windshield. Naturally, you
are going to want to shoot for a car
with as little rust as possible, as
rust, especially considering it creates holes in the metal, is one of the
more difficult hurdles to get over in
car restoration.
Upon rereading your question,
I just now realized that you have a
budget of four dollars. Good luck
with everything, Geoff!
Dear Simone,
My name is Patricia, but I go
by Trish. I have a gnarly ingrown
toenail. Do you suggest going to a
podiatrist? Or maybe a chiropodist? Should I just go to a nail salon
and let the manicurist deal with it?
Or do you suggest that I do my own
conservative treatment on the toenail? It hurts a whole lot. I eagerly
await your response.
Best wishes, Trish
Dear Trish,
I am so excited to guide you
through this whole toenail journey.
I myself have experienced my fair
share of ingrown toenails. They are
the spice of life. The searing pain

of a keratin sheet forcing its way
through toe flesh is just one of the
many beautiful things life has to
offer. Here is what you are going
to do. If you want to be a baby
and go the easy way out with lidocaine and doctors and iodine and
gauze, then go to your basic podiatrist or chiropodist, depending
on whether you are in the United
States or Canada or wherever. But
if you want to be a real person,
take off your socks and grab your
telescopic garden clippers and get
to business. If you do not have
telescopic garden shears, do not
worry. I was outside the other day
cleaning up garbage and I found
a pair of garden shears just lying
on the ground, so maybe be on the
lookout and you might find some
like I did.
Okay. So once you have the
shears, pull out the infected toe.
Clip the skin around the nail. This
is called granulated tissue. It is the
tissue that grows in your body’s
attempt to heal the wound, but at
this point, the granulated tissue is
doing you no good and you can just
cut it away. Dig through that flesh
and cut out the side of the toenail
that is digging into the toe. Snip it
out and bandage it up. Hopefully,
it will heal nicely and you will be
okay, but if bleeding continues for
more than four hours, you should
probably go to a hospital.
Signed,
Simone

Body Talk: Unscheduled exercise is
still exercise

Olivia Omura
Columnist

______________________________________

It often seems that an inescapable truth of being a college
student—and perhaps, of being
human—is that we need to be sure
of where the day will take us. We
segment our daily activities into
blocks rounded to the nearest fifteen minutes. We leave ourselves
barely enough time to breathe as
we desperately try to fit a week’s
worth of “to dos” into a single
24-hour period.
Included in this compulsive
need to schedule is the practice
of scheduling exercise. We all
have fairly standard preconceived
notions about what “counts” as
exercise and what doesn’t. For
example, waking up at 5 a.m.
to pedal endlessly on a stationary bicycle while watching Food
Network? Exercise. Biking to the
nearby Walgreens to pick up a
friend’s birth control prescription? Not exercise. Taking a fivemile hike up a mountain? Exercise.
Walking across campus? Nope.
Whether intentionally or not, we
define exercise as a health-promoting activity done in a specific place
at a predetermined time, preferably involving some degree of pain
and suffering. Okay, that last part
is unspoken, but undeniably true.
You might have just read that
and thought, “Hey, wait, that isn’t
right. Biking to Walgreens counts
as exercise!” But in practice, would
you record it in a fitness app?
Would you brag to friends about
how you “worked out?” Probably
not. That 15-minute ride doesn’t
make the cut. It becomes just a part
of your day, paling in importance
against your scheduled activities.
The duration isn’t long enough, the

intensity isn’t high enough, or perhaps it doesn’t count because it did
not take place in a gym, on a sports
field or along a hiking trail.
But guess what? Your body
doesn’t know the difference. It literally cannot distinguish between
trotting along on a treadmill and
speed walking to get to your class
on the fourth floor of Main. And
that grand lie that we’ve been fed,
that exercise only “counts” if it
is scheduled, is punched full of
holes when you consider all of the
unplanned but undeniably physical
activities you engage in throughout
the day. Those Main Hall stairs are
steep!
We even have apps and other
gadgets dedicated specifically to
reminding ourselves of our physical accomplishments. Fun fact: a
walk does not count as a walk
on the FitBit app until you hit 11
minutes. So my ten-minute walk
to Warch, which I make at least
three times a day, doesn’t even register, even though that amounts to
over an hour of walking with round
trips. Ridiculous.
For some people, scheduled
exercise is a fun and exciting part
of their lives. Having a plan to follow is better for them than spontaneous activity. And that’s cool
if it works for you. However, for
many of us, planning out specific
times to engage in physical activity
can leave us feeling guilt or shame.
Guilt for not sticking to a routine
when we prioritize something else
over moving our bodies, or shame
because we perceive ourselves to
be worth less as human beings
based on our level of physical activity. How awful and counterproductive is that? Movement is supposed
to make us feel good, not bring us
down.

Exercise can be an integral
and enriching part of our lives;
I’m not here to debate that. What
I do take issue with is the overinflated importance we place on
planning out and tracking every
aspect of it. What happens when
we can’t sneak in that 45 minutes
in the gym? For some people, their
whole day is written off as a waste,
despite increased productivity in
other aspects of their lives.
Many of us in recovery from
an eating disorder or diet culture
in general have a history of disordered or compulsive exercising. I
often have to analyze my motivation for engaging in physical activity: is this for my health—physical,
mental, or social—or is this part
of a subconscious desire to conform? Do I actually want to do this
activity, or am I doing it because I
think I should? For some of us, it is
much better for our overall health
to take movement as it comes naturally instead of obsessing over how
many miles we ran or steps we
clocked on a given day.
So, no, you aren’t “just being
lazy” if you prefer spontaneous
walks with a friend to sweating
it out in the cardio room of the
Wellness Center. In fact, you do not
need to engage in any exercise at
all to be a person worthy of basic
human decency and respect. But
if you find yourself preoccupied
with meeting your daily step goal,
remember that any movement
counts, so you don’t need to.

Often, people will make decisions for their loved ones that
they think will improve their lives.
Even with good intentions, however, there is tremendous risk of
unwanted intervention. This is
especially relevant to the issue of
drug addiction. On one hand, a
person who is addicted to drugs
will be in altered mental states,
and if they use heavily and over
many years they can have some
cognitive damage. This can, therefore, be reasonably conjectured to
have some effect on their decisionmaking processes regarding their
future health.
On the other hand, there are
also millions of users who have not
been using for prolonged periods
or at extreme levels. They may be
in altered states of mind when they
are in the act of using, but many
common drugs do not leave people
so permanently altered after one
use that they cannot make daily
life decisions for themselves. So
therefore, a person cannot argue,
for example, that someone who is
addicted to painkillers is then mentally unable to decide for themselves what they want.
I think this realization is the
hardest for parents to make. If they
find one of their children using,
they may feel the need to force that
child to go to rehab and maybe
even start seeing a counselor. The
parents would see these actions as
justified because they have good
intentions in trying to maintain a
healthier lifestyle for their child
without a drug addiction. Even if
the child was extremely resistant
and declared they did not want
rehabilitation, the parents would
perhaps blatantly ignore their
wishes because of their belief in
their self-justified good intentions
overriding that child’s personal
wishes.
I am not here to argue that
drugs, addictions or any combination of the two are good. But
I do see a cyclical trend in teenage drug use that I believe could
be stopped with a feasibly simple
change. People, and parents especially, need to listen to the wants
of their children more. Again, I am
not saying parents should agree
with their children if they say their
drug addiction is fine and they do
not want any help at all, but I truly
believe forcing a child into rehabilitation can be detrimental.
I have two family members
who I love dearly and who both

struggle with drug use. I have seen
their addiction destroy their relationships with everyone around
them, and I have seen it take everything away from them that they
love, at times even coming close to
taking their lives. I do not blame
anyone who tried to help them
by pushing rehabilitation or religious-based programs onto them.
However, I know those attempts
only made it worse for them.
I was lucky enough to be able
to communicate via mail with my
family members who struggled
with drug use while each one was
incarcerated, and in doing so I realized just how important self-will
is and how closely it is tied to selfworth. Each of these family members was already struggling with
feelings of self-worth when they
turned to drugs for an escape, and
then having multiple family members come and try to take away
what was left of their self-worth
by treating them like misbehaved
children only made it much worse.
Both of my family members
were in clear mental states, but
unfortunately, many people in my
family saw them instead as being
incapable of making safe life decisions for themselves anymore.
After communicating with my family members while they were incarcerated, I ascertained that one of
the hardest things to deal with
when facing drug addiction is the
backlash one gets from their own
family. Yes, their family might mean
well and, yes, they may have good
intentions. However, by stripping
away that person’s will and ability
to make their own decisions, they
are projecting onto them a stereotyped image of a drug user who
is mentally incapable of handling
adult life on their own.
My family members who got
involved in drug use were not
blameless and their own decisions
got them into the places and situations they later strongly regretted. But I truly believe that forcing either one of them to go to a
rehabilitation center against their
will helped nothing. Instead, talking to and, moreover, listening to
what that person has to say about
themselves and their future is what
I believe to be most important.
Although just listening to a
drug addict may not solve anything
more than forcing them into rehab
would, at least it will let them know
that you care about them, that you
want to hear what they have to say
and that at least one person in this
messed-up world is there to support them.

GET READY
Auditions Are This Term

May 7
@ 9 p.m.
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Who is a professor that you think everyone should take a class with?
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by the editors. Any opinions
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Lawrentian’s Editorial Board.
Letters to the editor are
encouraged. The editors
reserve the right to edit for
style and space. Letters must
be emailed to:
lawrentian@lawrence.edu.
Submissions by email should
be text attachments.
—All submissions to editorial
pages must be turned in to
The Lawrentian no later than
5 p.m. on the Monday before
publication.

“Terry Gottfried. He’s a quirky man.
He’s a fun time and you could definitely
become friends with him.”
—Alyssa Kuss

“Steven Wulf. He’ll kick your ass in
Political Philosophy but you’ll learn a
lot.”
—Anthony Dare

“Jesus Smith. He is the only black
professor in Ethnic Studies and people
should learn about different ethnicities
from him. He is super fun and nice
and knowledgeable to talk to.”
—Chenyu Yao

—All submissions to the
editorial pages must be accompanied by a phone number
at which the author can be
contacted. Articles submitted
without a contact number will
not be published.
—The Lawrentian reserves
the right to print any submissions received after the above
deadline
—Letters to the editor will be
edited for clarity, decency and
grammar.
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—Letters to the editor should
not be more than 350 words.
“Chloe Armstrong [for] her
enthusiasm.”
—Eli Ferrell

“Ansfield. He cares about his students
and goes out of his way to explain the
material.”
—Mary Oludayo

“Elizabeth Carlson. Her passion is so
infectious.”
—Matthew Brown

“Julie McQuinn. She’s amazing
and weird in the best way. She’s
passionate and high energy.”
—Madi Creech

“Kathy Privatt. She’s so passionate
about what she teaches, it makes
you want to learn, specifically with the
Alexander technique sequence.”
—Oscar Brautigam

“Johnie Shimon. He makes room for
you to explore what you really want.”
—Linh Le

No white saviors

savior narrative. What do you do
when you can’t have an abortion?
You put your child up for adoption,
most likely to nice white parents
who want to save them.
This concept of saving people
of color is not new and it is certainly not harmless. It is not that
we need to simply adopt within
our racial groups, but we do need
to consider why we would prefer a

certain race to another. We need to
consider why we might be so readily accepting of the idea that a family of color is simply incapable of
raising their children. As someone
who thinks that they might want
to adopt someday, these are issues
I simply wasn’t aware of. And, it
has made me aware how painfully
careful we should be, lest we rip a
loved child out of a parent’s arms.

continued from page 10
of members of Congress trying to
deny abortions in holding facilities
and “losing” immigrant children.
After a certain time, one starts to
wonder whether we are truly “losing” kids or whether they have
been cycled into our own white
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